Low-Touch, No-Touch
Deployments for PC and Mac

Enterprise IT departments know that high-touch deployment of new devices
is a major drag. Provisioning even just one new laptop or desktop with all the
network details, user settings, applications and baseline data that it needs—
and then keeping it up-to-date and secure—is cumbersome. But what about
dozens of them? Hundreds? Even thousands?

The old-fashioned way
1. Maintain a full-time team dedicated to deployment, or task IT 			
personnel with hands-on provisioning chores.

If your IT staff is creating custom images and installing them one-by-one
on new end-user devices prior to getting them into the hands of waiting
employees, you’re missing out on the advanced capabilities of Microsoft
Windows 10 and Apple macOS that can help streamline deployment.

2. Assemble and test custom images with operating systems, security
settings, network configurations, apps and necessary data.

Will you continue the
old-fashioned approach?
Or are you ready to modernize?

4. Image each device.

With no-touch, drop-ship delivery for Windows 10 and macOS, you can
reduce your team’s need to assemble custom images, or to physically
handle hardware for configuration or updates. Forego the heavy lifting,
drop your outdated tools for modern management, and begin to cut costs
and free up resources.

3. Have hardware delivered to a central office or a third-party vendor
for imaging.

5. Update as necessary.
6. Deliver devices to users.
7.

Apply further updates and troubleshoot on a device per device basis.

The three-step modern approach
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Ship hardware with stock
operating system to user—
no up-front custom imaging
required.

Join the enterprise network
by logging on with corporate
credentials. No fuss!

Let users take advantage of a selfservice experience! Automatically
provision devices over the air (OTA)—or
over the network—and deliver instanton access to data, apps, email, Wi-Fi,
VPNs, and SSO to a unified catalog of
approved software.

Look Ma, no hands
With the powerful combination of IBM® Security MaaS360® with Watson™
and client management tools (CMTs), upgrades and updates can be rolled out
automatically for the latest security patches and performance improvements.
Corporate infrastructure revamped? New settings can be rolled out
smoothly with OTA updates to security and networking configurations. Post
deployment, you can consolidate management of new Windows 10 and
legacy systems.

Try MaaS360 for 30 days at no cost
MaaS360 enables you to streamline deployment with low-touch or no-touch
rollouts for your Windows 10 and macOS desktops and laptops to deliver a
consistent “PC-as-a-service” and “bring-your-own” experience.

Get started
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